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Wuhan Qisitong Import and Export Trade Co., Ltd.

Wuhan Qisitong Import & Export Co., Ltd. started its activity in 2009 with a powerful, dynamic and talented team who
concentrated on R&D and manufacture traffic safety facilities in the field of road safety and intelligent traffic management for
roads, motorways and urban networks.
Our factory covers an area of 30,000m², it contains traffic sign workshop, rotational molding barrier workshop and
thermoplastic road marking paint workshop, one office building and one research and development building. All products have
been widely applied to domestic projects for years.
Our mainly products are:

- Intelligent Led Self Illuminated traffic Sign
- Rotational Moulding Plastic Barrier
- Intelligent pedestrian crossing guard system
- Led Solar Power Flashing Delineator Tube
- Thermoplastic Road Marking Paint
- Intelligent parking locator
Market-oriented, survive by quality, and develop by credit, Hubei Qisitong Import & Export Trading Co., Ltd. provides
overall solutions and first-class products and services to the global public security, transportation, safe city and smart city
industries. We warmly welcome world-wide Buyers, contractors, builders, manufacturers, traders, peers and related parties
visit our company for detailed discussion and cooperation.
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Rotational Moulding Water Filled Barrier
Material: Fresh new PE
Size: 42" tall x 72" long x 24" wide at base,
narrowing to 10" wide at the top
Color: red, yellow, white or customized
Water capacity: 200kg / 440lb
Weight: 9kg/20lb.

ADVANTAGE

1.Safety.
Made of imported PE, our barriers are quite eye catching. Color can be customized according to different
road standards. After water loaded, those barriers are more flexible and can effectively reduce the impact
force when accident happens.
2.Portable
Plastic barriers are designed for temporary road use. Compared with cement barrier, it can save the cost of
transport and manpower.
Applies to any road condition and will not do harm to the road surface. Need no installation.
3.High quality
Compared with blow molding barriers and injection molding barriers, rotational moulding barriers are
more tough and durable. Will not easily broken and quite color stable, rotational molding is the best way to
make a good barrier.
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Technical Requirements
1. One-time molding, strong impact resistance, more resilient after loading water；
2. Reflective sheeting can be applied so as to effectively enhance the night warning effect;
3. The barrier is bright color, not easy to aging, and will not fade in three years;
4. Material's ability to resist impact load ≥18kj/cm2, tensile capacity ≥16.44mpa,
5. Will not change or reduce its physical performance at -35°C to 120°C,
6. With its inter-link system that barriers can be connected to each other and form a line.
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Rotational Molding High Water Filled Fence
Material: Fresh new PE
Size: 63''" tall x 59" long x 17" wide at base,
narrowing to 5" wide at the top
Color: red, yellow or as your request
Water capacity: 250kg / 550lb
Weight: 21.5kg / 47lb
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